ULiège mandat

It is mandatory for every member of the ULiège to add in ORBi

- Bibliographic reference of scientific publications and communications upon acceptance by the publisher

- Full text for each scientific article published since 2002

- Every doctoral thesis must be added to ORBi PRIOR its defense at the ULiège, and joined by all or part of the full text, with at least the abstract and the table of contents

The level of access is determined by the authors in respect of the publisher’s policy and with the co-authors agreement

Only the publications on ORBi will be considered for the evaluations or internal procedures by the ULiège or FNR-FNRS

if it’s not on ORBi, it does not exist!
Who?

1. **The authors themselves** (Uxxxxx, Cxxxxxx, Sxxxxxx master + e-mail)
   - Any of the authors (not just the first or last)
   - 1 deposit by publication. Never upload the same publication twice

2. **A representative** choose by the author and selected in ORBi
   - Any ULiège members can be a representative
   - He/she must be designate in ORBi (My profil)
   - **Never** share your password with the representative!

   **The author must always check and validate the representative’s work**

   **The ORBi team do not check the data!**
What?

**Mandatory**
- Bibliographic reference of scientific publications and communications
  - Article
  - Chapter book
  - Research report
  - Proceedings
  - ...

- Full text for scientific articles published/accepted since 2002 (access depending on the publisher’s policy)

- PhD thesis defended at the University with, at least, the abstract and table of contents

**Recommended (but not mandatory)**
- Full text for all document type other than article
When?

As soon as accepted by the publisher (= confirmation of publication)

Submitted ≠ Accepted

Do not wait until the last moment to update your publication report

Best is to deposit publication & full text as soon as possible
How? deposit in 4 steps

1. Reference
   - Title
   - Author
   - Document type
   - Publication date
   - Abstract...
   - Manual deposit
     - or
     - Imported

2. Compléments
   - Pdf upload
     - Choice of access level (open/restricted)
     - Choice of version (author/publisher)
     - Check of publisher’s policy
   - Manual upload

3. Texte intégral

4. Validation
   - Check of data (by the author)
   - License signature
   - If representative: send to author for validation
Level of access

- **Open Access**
- **Restricted access**
  - Direct download for ULiège members only
- **Restricted access with embargo**
- **Private access**
  - Direct download for authors only
  - *Only for theses and research report*

**ORBi license**

**Request print**
Full text : 3 versions

- **Postprint publisher**
  - finale version as published with the publisher’s layout (logo, copyright…)

- **Postprint author**
  - finale version as published BUT without any particular layout

- **Preprint author**
  - version submitted or accepted by the publisher (before or during the reviewing)
How to check policies in Sherpa/Romeo?

« May I deposit this version of my full text in OPEN ACCESS? »

- YES Open Access is authorize
- Unknown the policy is not registered (contact the publisher/journal)
- NO Open access is not authorize BUT restricted access is still possible
- YES Open Access is possible, under conditions (ea. Embargo)

Elsevier, Wiley, Blackell, Springer ... very often allow Open Access for author’s

NEVER paid charges (APC) for open access in a commercial journal! Openchoice = SCAM
Useful tools

ORBi tutorials
→ Help → toolbox → tutorial (video/pdf)

To check publisher’s policy
Sherpa/Romeo
+ ORBi tutorial « How to check policy? »

Find online full text
lib.uliege.be > BASE

Quality Open Access Periodicals (+ articles)

Predatory journals and publishers

OA tools & resources classified by theme
https://open-access.zeef.com/ulglibrary
The publication will be publicly visible when

**All the signatures has been collected**

**OR**

**The delay of 30 days has expired**

You cannot update a reference under signature
Update an archive reference

Who? Any of the authors member of the U Liège – not the first to deposit

What? Description (title, authors…) or full text (access levels, version…)

When? Anytime when the reference is on the public interface (= archived)

How? Working copy via MyORBi

The publication stay visible in the public interface. When the modified version is validated, the new version replace the old one on ORBi

A new signature might be necessary (max. 30 days of delay)

A publication is never deleted from ORBi!
HELP?

Toolbox
→ Pdf tutorials & video
→ Guide du déposant (fr)

ORBi team
orbi@uliege.be
04 366 52 59

Your library!
Thank you!

Questions, suggestions, (in)formations...

ULiège Library
lib.ulg.ac.be
bib.direction@uliege.be
@ULiegeLib
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@ORBi_ULiege
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